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Thank GOD for virtually all the translations of the Holy Bible! 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-

bible/621311364614493  He is able to use them all to lead wandering souls back to Him!  (The Holy Bible 

is designed as the public foundation of truthful knowledge whereby all other literature is tried for 

veracity, but that does not mean there are no further books from our Creator. (as long as they stand on 

the Sure and True Foundation of the Holy Bible).  Please read the proofs in this note before attempting 

to respond.  http://biblehub.com/proverbs/18-13.htm 

  

Every translation on earth has errors in the text (or what could be construed as such)  (yes, even KJV; 

although, the 1611 Authorized is the best English version; if you cannot get a transliteration); that is 

because translations are not transliterations (word for word, verbatim records of what GOD, by the Holy 

Ghost told them to write down).  It is also because even though those who KNOW our Creator and try 

their very hardest and best to be precise and perfect; especially regarding speaking and writing His 

Words; personally, STILL make mistakes!  (None of us have been perfected while we are still in flesh and 

blood; incarnate -  http://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/13-12.htm)   

  

All translations into all the common languages have the most difficult task of determining the right word 

or words for each of the original.  For example take the number one thousand.  In Greek there is a word 

that means that exact number, and another word that translates also to 1000 in english but has an 

entirely different connotation.  (referring to fulfillment, a total amount of completion- why the 

"Millennial" reign is widely misunderstood -

http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/TheFirstResurrecti

on.pdf  and 

 http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/MansChronologic

alExistenceExplained.pdf  and 

 http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/Explanations%20(

2)%20(2).pdf)  Likewise, the word pharmakeia transliterates into pharmaceuticals, drugs, but in KJV day 

such alchemists were considered sorcerers.  So the translators used that word because for that time and 

in that language the original connotation wasn't lost; even though it has been today. 

  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/our-creator-told-us-in-the-holy-bible-all-nations-

would-be-deceived-by-pharmaceu/511466405598990 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbikBVVkrNA&index=13&list=PL0EF45DDA53AD2190 - beware of 

INTENTIONAL deceptions in translations (many modern versions omit clear references that show the 

Deity of Christ - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god/719346771477618  and 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/holy-bible-versus-the-

quran/719366671475628  (if unavailable - 

 http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/PublicLetters/AAAUpdatedPublicAlertsMattersofLifeandDeath/More

Updates041215/Holy%20Bible%20versus%20the%20quran.pdf)   , and also omit references that clearly 

condemn all kinds of sexual immorality; including homosexuality 

 http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/PublicLetters/AAAUpdatedPublicAlertsMattersofLifeandDeath/Are%2

0You%20A%20Christia1.pdf - those INTENTIONAL modifications of GOD's Word is what is condemned by 

all the "do not add to, take away from, or change..."  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/are-you-a-christian/532952590117038   instructions God gave to the scribes recording His 

Words; as communicated directly to them by His Holy Spirit. 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-we-all-need-instructions-from-our-creator-

to-live-by/533444303401200   BUT GOD can STILL use even those perverted translations to draw people 

to Him!  (Once you begin to see the deceptions in such Bible translations, you should seek a better one 

that is closer in connotation to the original languages).  Brother Veith, is sincere, he is studious, he is 

knowledgeable, I recommend viewing his entire "onslaught series". 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iFv0AnuUmk&list=PL0EF45DDA53AD2190#t=310  (that does not 

mean I agree with all of his conclusions, I only recommend viewing his presentations as one of the best 

multimedia presentations I have personally viewed to date; linking history to God's Revelations in the 

Holy Bible.  (I disagree mostly with much of what he admittedly "speculates" on; regarding the Book of 

Revelation, but that does not mean we should dismiss ALL of his commentary on the scriptures and 

history or future events by any means).  Frankly, I believe the man deserves praise for such a work and 

effort; it is for the most part edifying and true.  (He doesn't have a full knowledge regarding all the 

original manuscripts found to date, but that doesn't mean his presentation on translations should be 

ignored:  http://carm.org/manuscript-evidence  and 

 https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=josh%20mcdowell%20evidence%20that%20demands%20a%20verdict  for more information on the 

validity and literary accuracy of the Holy Bible and as modern translations compare to original 

manuscripts of antiquity. 

  

The common thread of changed and omitted verses in modern translations that have been 

INTENTIONALLY altered to be deceptive is that they alter or omit verses that relate to the Divinity of 

Christ (they alter many if not all such verses that refer to the Incarnation of GOD Almighty plainly; 

because that is the core issue - acknowledging or denying the One True GOD) - you can see such 

important alterations and omissions if you look at a parallel reference that compares versions; 

like http://biblehub.com/acts/8-37.htm  when you click the link you can see many versions totally omit 

what was recorded as a clear acknowledgement of the "Son of GOD".  And such modern translations 
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have as many as thousands of such alterations and omissions: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbikBVVkrNA&index=13&list=PL0EF45DDA53AD2190  and 

 http://www.jesus-is-lord.com/deity.htm  and 

 http://www.contenderministries.org/biblestudy/kjodeityofchrist.php and if you do research you will 

find hundreds to thousands of such examples.   

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/refutations-of-the-false-accusations-made-by-

worldviews-against-christ-and-his-f/735623916516570 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-madness-of-judging-or-falsely-accusing-

god/787336411345320 

  

But in these end times the sodomites have intentionally perverted the Holy Writ to suit their degenerate 

depravity; as if they think they can escape the flames of damnation for their unrepentant wicked ways 

by doing even more evil in changing God's Holy Record given to mankind. 

 http://cnsnews.com/news/article/queen-james-bible-scrubs-homophobic-passages those doing so 

wickedly have the assurance that if they do not repent of intentionally perverting the Record of God by 

such changes and ommissions they most certainly will be among those not found in the Book of Life and 

will be cast into the Lake of Fire for such great evil.  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118  No one should make such changes 

and no one should publish or distribute any such perversions of Holy Writ based on these everlasting 

consequences that await all who do so wickedly: 

  

Nothing May Be Added18I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: if 

anyone adds to them, God will add to him the plagues which are written in this book; 19and if anyone 

takes away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God will take away his part from the tree of life 

and from the holy city, which are written in this book.…http://biblehub.com/revelation/22-19.htm 

  

as all liars and deceivers will have their part in the lake of fire: 

  

8"But for the cowardly and unbelieving and abominable and murderers and immoral persons and 

sorcerers and idolaters and all liars, their part will be in the lake that burns with fire and brimstone, 

which is the second death."  http://biblehub.com/revelation/21-8.htm 
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When Christ is talking about not one jot or tittle shall fail (http://biblehub.com/matthew/5-18.htm)  He 

is referring to the exact words He told the scribes to write down by the Divine Inspiration of His Holy 

Spirit.  (http://biblehub.com/2_timothy/3-16.htm)  BUT that does not mean errors in printing Bible 

versions or translations, "typos" or any of the misunderstandings between languages all over the world!  

  

Each version of the Holy Bible that has NOT been intentionally altered, was/is done to the best of the 

translator's abilities to render one language into another!  idioms all over the world change the very 

connotations of words!  Like how many think Christ was born in a manger or barn or cave, etc. (those 

are just popular ideas brought about by not knowing the original language and customs, architecture 

etc.)  - http://christiananswers.net/christmas/mythsaboutchristmas.html  

and https://answersingenesis.org/holidays/christmas/born-in-a-barn-stable/  

and http://blog.bibleplaces.com/2006/12/in-typical-christmas-pageant-one-of.html  

and http://www.biblearchaeology.org/post/2008/11/08/the-manger-and-the-inn.aspx#Article  - to this 

day poor regions of the world, will have a small dwelling and their animals may come inside for the 

night.  In other words the Bible states that Joseph and Mary visited their relatives but due to the 

declared census, the little homes were all full of relatives (the guest chamber was already filled up); so 

they ended up on the lower floor where the animals would come in for the night (still in the little home) 

and laid Yahoshuah in one of the common feeding troughs in the architectural common style of homes 

for that period (and still in use in various places today).  http://www.bible.ca/archeology/archeology-

four-room-house-ancient-israel.jpg  and  http://www.bible.ca/D-Xmas-story.htm  All that accurate detail 

is lost in translations because translations cannot always precisely and fully convey idioms, 

connotations, customs of cultures and definitions of words; due to the fact that each word in one 

language can have many meanings in another or one language can have a more precise vocabulary and 

no exact equivalent in another language; so translators have a monumental undertaking when trying to 

stay true to the original!  (Give translators and translations some understanding and realize the common 

language Bible translations are designed to SAVE SOULS to LEAD to KNOWING our CREATOR, who is 

TRUTH, so we can all learn from Him directly; and over time as we mature in the Faith, and grow in 

Wisdom, Knowledge and Understanding, we then discover more about Him and His Creation; the 

universe in which we exist.) 

  

Frankly, due to the prophecy http://biblehub.com/interlinear/daniel/12-4.htm, virtually all translations 

of the Holy Bible could be improved and many of them significantly improved.  The intentional deceptive 

versions altered by antichrists, homosexuals and the like should be removed from distribution 

worldwide and only such copies kept to show generations what NOT to do and the evil done by the God 

haters of the world.   
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I personally would like to see a concerted effort to link each verse of the Holy Bible with empirical, 

historic, scientific evidence to date showing how amazingly accurate it is.  AND for prophecy deniers to 

see microfiche copies of the manuscripts that are over a millennium old to see plainly that indeed the 

Holy Bible foretold thousands upon thousands of facts about the future anywhere from centuries to 

millenniums before they occurred without error and not vaguely, but specifically. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-

bible/520171808061783 

  

I am agitated at how many Christians in their zeal and love for our Creator attack other Christians over 

their personal insights into the depth of Divine Knowledge contained in Holy Writ.  Layers upon layers of 

knowledge is contained in the Holy Bible and although what is most important (Salvation in our Lord 

Jesus Christ alone) can be understood by even small children, the Divine Thoughts conveyed in the Holy 

Scriptures are virtually infinite.  The more anyone scrutinizes the various aspects of the texts the more 

one discovers within its messages and recorded history. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-

bible/621311364614493 

  

Knowledge is exponentially increasing with population growth and the advent of the global Internet; as 

such, translations should be updated at this point virtually every decade until Jesus Christ returns in 

Glory. 

  

For example, while I do not endorse the doctrines of anyone on earth; everyone who knows our Lord 

and Savior Jesus Christ is one part of the whole Body of Christ; and in my opinion, God formed the 

visible Creation to depict aspects of Truth concerning the Spiritual Invisible Creation.  By that I mean, I 

see people in Christ more as living cells within God our Creator.  Those sowing death and destruction 

without repentance are like abnormal cancer cells attacking the health of mankind as a whole.  While 

those arresting those murderers are like our immune system preserving the health of the whole Body of 

Christ.  But more to the point, I see people in Christ shouting heretic at each other; when we all know 

with certainty that we all know so very, very little compared to our Eternal Creator.   

  

I specifically am saddened over the division between OEC/YEC even though I personally enjoy good 

debates, I don't want to see Christians attacking each other and calling each other heretics; such division 
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is not of God but a tactic of our enemy to change our focus off the many souls that are perishing in his 

lies and deceptions worldwide. 

  

So I would like to see a concerted effort made by organizations like Hugh Ross' Reasons to Believe, David 

Pack Restored Church of God, Chuck Missler Koinonia House, TBN, CBN, Creation Ministries (Ian Juby, 

Ken Ham, Carl Baugh, Kent Hovind, ICR, CMI, etc.) International Bible Society, American Bible Society, 

Wycliffe Translators and all such prominent organizations to zealously PRAY and publish an up to date 

version(s) in the major languages of the world; complete with footnotes that show the scientific facts 

mentioned in the Holy Bible even millenniums before those facts were known.  Of course I would like 

this also to become an online version that is updated daily with multi-media presentations.   

  

INSTEAD of a "right v. wrong" attitude over interpretations; rather, I wish those who truly love our Lord 

and Savior Jesus Christ would recognize we each have our perspective based on our life experiences and 

as such each of our perspectives are unique.  WHAT IS AMAZING is the concord/unity we have as a 

whole over the Gospel!  over SALVATION IN OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST exclusively!  But from there we 

each have our own glimpse into the awesomeness of our Eternal Creator and His Creation.  TRY TO BE 

MORE UNDERSTANDING AND COMPASSIONATE; YES, our Creator made certain things very obvious such 

that we all can know them easily; BUT HE ALSO LOVINGLY has hidden many things for those of His 

Children who are so enthused to adventurously search them out!  http://biblehub.com/colossians/2-

3.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/matthew/7-6.htm  As such, instead of saying EVERYTHING MUST BE 

OBVIOUS, make room for those seekers who have discovered some of the vast hidden things during the 

journey of their incarnation.  (I feel the FATHER pleading with His Children to get along and love each 

other and to try and stop acting like your interpretation is the ONLY correct understanding; as if YOU are 

the DEFINER of TRUTH; when we all know our Creator holds that Position exclusively.) 

  

Our interpretations of Holy Writ (even my own - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/understanding-the-holy-bible-part-1/611082142304082) are just ASPECTS of the whole 

TRUTH; just parts, like the many neurons in our brains that all work together to give us more insight into 

everything we perceive!  THINK!  if we look at a ball we hold in our hand, the size, shape, feel, etc. is 

immediately obvious!  But with microscopes (looking more studiously) we can see molecular structures, 

and we can analyze the chemical elements that comprise it and so on.  The Holy Bible is no different!  It 

tells us OBVIOUS TRUTHS at a glance, BUT as we look into the depths of each phrase, each word, each 

letter, we find even MORE INFORMATION!  so MUCH MORE INFORMATION that no one but GOD 

ALMIGHTY KNOWS IT ALL!!!!!!!!  so this "right v. wrong" attitude needs to be set aside and more 

compassionate listening to everyone who knows and loves our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ needs to be 

practiced faithfully. 
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While I listen to Pat Robertson, TBN productions and family, Ken Ham, Kent Hovind, Hugh Ross, Chuck 

Missler, David Pack and others who have risen to some prominence at this time, I often find they have 

each discovered treasures that they zealously defend.  I have also found that each individual's 

background plays a significant role in just what treasures they have uncovered and cling to concerning 

our Creator and His Divine Record the Holy Bible.  AND I have furthermore found where they 

vehemently disagree, THERE IS TYPICALLY a lack of understanding between one or both of the parties, a 

LACK of MEETING OF THE MINDS, and so when disagreements arise between those who love our Lord 

and Savior Jesus Christ, BOTH PARTIES should pause and pray together, take a deep breath and calmly 

state the reasons why you have come to your particular conclusion to each other; PAUSING to make 

sure you are BOTH NOT TALKING AT THE SAME TIME WHILE REFUSING TO LISTEN TO THE OTHER'S 

PERSPECTIVE.  TRY NOT TO LET PRIDE BE YOUR DOWNFALL!  (try not to think too highly of any opinion 

of yours that you are not absolutely certain was obtained by direct Divine Revelation).  Personally I 

would like to see all prominent Biblical scholars and teachers get together and hash these differences 

out by LISTENING TO the various differing perspectives and REPEATING BACK TO THE ORIGINATOR of 

that perspective WHAT YOU HEARD to see if in fact a meeting of the minds has occurred and if you STILL 

disagree, to then state your reasons and have the other party(ies) repeat those back to again verify if a 

meeting of the minds has occurred or if clarification is needed.   

  

Those who are TEACHERS in CHRIST, whether you call yourself an apostle, prophet, teacher, preacher, 

pastor, reverend, etc.  IF YOU ARE TEACHING in the Name of our LORD AND SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST, you 

have a VERY GREAT RESPONSIBILITY.  I would prefer to see all doing so, make such statements similar to 

"my understanding(s) of the text is..." when you are rendering an opinion based on scholarly research; 

interpreting what you read to the best of your ability.  And no true prophet has to be told that when 

they are declaring direct Divine Revelation they will of course recite verbatim what the Holy Spirit of our 

Eternal Creator dictates.   http://biblehub.com/psalms/45-1.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/2_peter/1-

21.htm 

  

This brings me to wanting the clarify the difference between "Divine Inspiration" and "Divine Dictation" 

or "Divine Declaration".  Anyone who loves our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, might be "inspired" to do all 

kinds of good things: write a poem, sing a song, create a work of fine art, feed a hungry soul, clothe a 

naked child, hug someone, visit the lonely, etc. etc. INSPIRED words and good deeds are DIFFERENT 

from "THUS SAYS THE LORD" and Holy Divine Commandments.  I mention this so people can learn to 

listen more carefully to anyone who is teaching anything; especially about God, Jesus Christ, and His 

Words recorded in the Holy Bible and His Creation.  Learn to listen for DIVINE DICTATION, DIVINE 

DECLARATION, DIVINE REVELATION and listen carefully to anyone making such claims.  THOSE ARE FAR 

DIFFERENT from "to the best of my knowledge...", "according to my understanding..."  or someone just 

rendering their interpretation of Holy Writ based on their own experiences and research.  "THUS SAYS 

THE LORD..." is a claim to hearing DIRECTLY from our Eternal Creator and anyone saying those words is 

telling the listeners what follows are God's Words verbatim!  Whereas those rending an interpretation 
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of Holy Writ, if they love our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, are rendering their opinion due to the fact 

they are INSPIRED by Him to do so.  ACTUAL DIVINE DECLARATION IS TRUTH; whereas even INSPIRED 

interpretation can err.  So try not to be too proud of your interpretations and find the common ground 

of Salvation in Jesus Christ.  Instead of endlessly arguing, tell those who do not know our Holy Creator 

How to KNOW HIM! 

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=937958472949779&set=pb.100002069048072.-

2207520000.1449562319.&type=3&theater - understand that KNOWING JESUS CHRIST, does NOT mean 

we are INSTANTLY PERFECT and KNOW ALL THINGS, it just means we know the One who is and does and 

have begun learning from Him.  (I think we will be learning from Him forever -

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-omniscience-of-our-

creator/603749679703995) 

  

The only way for serious students to get the "do not add to, change..." VERBATIM version of the Holy 

Bible is to get a transliteration (or learn Hebrew and Greek and get your own Tanakh (Old Testament; 

Hebrew - Torah, Nevi'im, Ketuvim) and Septuagint (Old and New Testament - Greek); yet, even such 

versions should be continuously scrutinized for accuracy against the oldest manuscripts (whether 

complete codices or partial authentic remnants) available); that shows the original text, and then you 

will see how every translation is just the best the translators could do for their time and language (if 

they were godly with true intent of keeping to the original) or if they were deceivers then such 

translators willfully changed, added and/or omitted; (violated Divine Instructions) such things as they 

chose; (for which, all who do that, receive their own Divine consequences).  virtually, every translation 

on earth in every language errs almost IMMEDIATELY in the Holy Bible in that they all omit the title of 

God in the very first phrase of the Holy Bible."In the Beginning..."  originally stated In the Aleph-Tav, you 

can see that if you have a transliteration plainly - http://biblehub.com/interlinear/genesis/1-1.htm  (see 

that word under 853 - strong's concordance link reference number in most all interlinears - and how it 

claims to be "untranslatable"  but it's NOT - 

 https://www.google.com/search?q=aleph+tav&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=2&biw=1066&bih

=702&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=RyI3VICqGY23yAT1goGIDA&ved=0CCQQsAQ&dpr=1.5  a

nyone can see that Aleph-Tav is the Beginning/End title of GOD! 

 http://www.lasttrumpet.org/aleph_tav.htm  So even though the KJV may be preferred to other 

versions, it also omits the very title of Yahoshuah right away!  (People have been denying Him as the 

Divine for quite some time).   So now some of you might wonder if you are serious about the Word of 

GOD, where can you get a transliteration?  They are available online, I use this printed version and a 

strong's exhaustive concordance along with other biblical dictionaries, lexicons, references. 

 http://www.christianbook.com/interlinear-hebrew-english-bible-volume-

edition/9781565639775/pd/639774?dv=c&en=google-pla&event=SHOP&kw=academic-20-

40&p=1179710&gclid=CjwKEAjw5NihBRCZmdLkuuTHyWYSJACtCY0JVGfVVsThCHd4-0fV-

Z90v6XRwEIyRtI_I6B_8WGF9xoC7aLw_wcB  (Get a page magnifier :) ) or simply use the online versions: 
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 http://www.biblestudytools.com/interlinear-bible/  or 

 http://www.scripture4all.org/OnlineInterlinear/Hebrew_Index.htm  In addition, I want to mention that 

NONE of the places in the Holy Bible where it says "do not add..."  means that no more books from God 

will follow, OR WE WOULDN'T HAVE the rest of the Holy Bible today!  It only means WHEN GOD SPEAKS 

TO ANYONE AND TELLS THEM TO SPEAK OR WRITE HIS WORDS DOWN, THEY ARE TO DO SO EXACTLY! 

 (VERBATIM)  -  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-

speaks/574521232626840  Notice the Holy Bible even tells us more books from our Creator would be 

coming to us over time!  ("give them their portion of meat in due season..."  -

 http://biblehub.com/luke/12-42.htm  and  - http://biblehub.com/john/6-63.htm  and 

 http://biblehub.com/matthew/16-12.htm  It is the teachings, the words of God that feed our spirits! 

 http://biblehub.com/1_peter/2-2.htm  and He tells us scrolls (books) will be opened (revealed) in the 

passage of time.  http://biblehub.com/revelation/20-12.htm  and He tells us furthermore that each and 

every soul filled with His Holy Spirit is effectively a letter or book from GOD! 

 http://biblehub.com/2_corinthians/3-3.htm  So let no one think the Holy Bible is the entire 

compendium of Words from our Creator and that He has given us no more; when in fact the whole 

world cannot contain the Books from our Creator!  http://biblehub.com/john/21-25.htm 
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Swenson https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10155103439005234&set=gm.78385993837230
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intentionally perverting the Record GOD has given to mankind. your present and ever-lasting existence 

is NOTHING to JOKE about! 
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Michael Swenson muslims drone on and on about all the versions of the Holy Bible and claim there is 

only one version of the quran; despite all factual evidence showing they are deluded for thinking that. so 

I try and cure them of that delusion with facts: first of all the Bible has different versions and languages 

because cultures all over the world differ; but the Gospel Message of Salvation in Jesus Christ alone 

remains the same in them all. second of all, the quran has many versions as 

well https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant... but the Holy Bible has over twenty 

thousand manuscripts to compare any version with to test the veracity of that 

version https://carm.org/manuscript-evidence and has been cited in so many references throughout 

history as to verify veracity even from the other 

referenceshttp://www.angelfire.com/sc3/myredeemer/Evidencep7.html that cited portions of the Holy 

Bible; but NOT SO the quran! the original manuscript was burned and sects of islam have been in violent 

conflict over their versions ever 

since. http://www.harvardhouse.com/quran_purity.htmand http://www.npr.org/.../the-origins-of-the-

shiite-sunni-split But muslims need to consider much more than this when weighing whether or not 
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something comes from our Creator. for example IT SHOULD BE OBVIOUS that since our Creator gives 

life; it is FUNDAMENTALLY EVIL to murder others; but muslims have been doing just that for the past 

1400 years! In addition, since a muslim THINKS that TRUTH is VALUABLE to determine if a book is from 

GOD or not; then WHY DO THEY HOLD BOOKS THAT TELL THEM TO 

LIE? https://www.facebook.com/.../holy-bible.../719366671475628 finally, it is obvious that those who 

do wickedly are wicked and those who do righteously are righteous. if you as a muslim do not want to 

be raped and enslaved, why would you THINK that is okay to do to anyone else? muslims you are 

deceiving yourselves, islam is the devil's deception to lead you to hell! 
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